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ENGINEERED
TIMBER FLOORS

WORKING WITH NATURE
Wood is a living building material, a wonderful piece of nature.
However, if wood is to be used to make a sturdy quality floor,
nature will also have to be harnessed. Nobody wants curved or
warped floorboards.
The multi layer construction of PROFLOOR sets standards in
terms of stability around the world. PROFLOOR is designed
using the multi layer construction, devised and patented well
over fifty years ago.

LONG LASTING STABILITY THROUGH
THE UNIQUE MULTI LAYER
CONSTRUCTION

By reconstructing and engineering the timber we can predict
movement and allow for this during installation. This avoids
warping and delaminating, a major problem which can occur
with some types of timber flooring.
PROFLOOR has seven coats of UV cured lacquer that is
factory baked in a controlled environment. The surface is
uniform and free of defects normally associated with on site
finishing. The end result is a beautiful timber floor that will
perform year in and year out.

WHAT IS PROFLOOR
PROFLOOR is multi layer engineered timber flooring specifically selected for
the building industry. PROFLOOR is selected for its consistency in both
quality and performance.
PROFLOOR is so stable we back the product with a thirty year warranty. If
you want a floor with the same high qualities as the rest of your project, insist
on PROFLOOR.

3 STRIP PARQUET
The most economical option within our range. The 3 strip design
allows us to use the maximum timber resource during production,
resulting in a more cost effective floor.
In terms of quality, it is produced with the same engineered
qualities of the rest of our range and carries a 30 year warranty.

FUNCTIONAL & AFFORDABLE

"Good design starts with a timber floor"

HEVEA

KEMPAS

JATOBA

KEMPAS LIGHT

SINGLE STRIP COLLECTION

MERBAU

NYATOH

KEMPAS

JATOBA

SMOKED OAK

BEECH

WHITE OAK

TASMANIAN OAK

SPOTTED GUM

BLACK BUTT

LIVING WITH NATURE
"Timber flooring will
enhance and showcase
your design concept"

Without doubt single strip floors invoke the
timeless elegance of traditional solid timber
flooring. Single strip is available in a selection of
wide boards each presenting the traditional
authentic "look" of a timber floor. Available in
Australian and Exotic specie offering a selection
of colour tones and grains. Regardless of the
design, if you are looking to create a modern or
rustic feel, there is sure to be something to suit
your style or décor.

HEALTHY
NATURAL CHOICE

The surface of the timber floor is sealed and
impervious to dust, simply vacuum and mop for a
cleaner, healthier living environment.

TIMELESS & ELEGANT

ANTIQUE COLLECTION

ROCKIES

ATLAS

BLACK MOUNTAINS

CARPATHIANS

TIMBER FLOORS ARE MORE VERSATILE
THAN ANY OTHER FLOOR COVERING

Timber floors are unique in the "feel" they provide to any design, regardless of the
furnishings, be it leather, fabric, timber or cane. Add character and charm to your
home or office.

HAND CRAFTED HARDWOOD FLOORING

ANTIQUE TIMBER FLOORS
PRESTIGIOUS  ELEGANT  HAND CRAFTED

Confidence is not a word you would normally associate with timber floors however our
antique timber floors make such a statement that they embrace a prestige, elegance and
confidence not achieveable with any other timber floor.
Crafted by hand stained and stressed timber to invoke an "old world" feel, each floor has an
aged look with inherent "flaws" that give it it's complete uniqueness.

UNDERLAY

The only floor better than PROFLOOR is PROFLOOR
installed over Silent Walk™ acoustic underlay

With the popularity of timber floors the issue of acoustics has
come to the forefront. Silent Walk™ has been tested in
Australian job sites under Australian conditions and the result
has been very impressive.
Slient Walk™ and PROFLOOR, the complete flooring
system.

30
years

warranty

The directors of Trojan Timbers have a personal commitment to
delivering competitively priced products across our entire range.
However, our desire to provide competively priced products will
never override our commitment to quality.

There must always be a balance between quality and price. You may find
cheaper timber floors than PROFLOOR, however it is very doubtful that you will
find a better product for stability, quality, reliability and value for money.

www.trojantimbers.com.au
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